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Abstract. Backelin proved that the multigraded Poincaré series
for resolving a residue field over a polynomial ring modulo a mono-
mial ideal is a rational function. The numerator is simple, but until
the recent work of Berglund there was no combinatorial formula
for the denominator. Berglund’s formula gives the denominator in
terms of ranks of reduced homology groups of lower intervals in
a certain lattice. We now express this lattice as the intersection
lattice LA(I) of a subspace arrangement A(I), use Crapo’s Closure
Lemma to drastically simplify the denominator in some cases (such
as monomial ideals generated in degree two), and relate Golodness
to the Cohen-Macaulay property for associated posets. In addition,
we introduce a new class of finite lattices called complete lattices,
prove that all geometric lattices are complete and provide a simple
criterion for Golodness of monomial ideals whose lcm-lattices are
complete.

1. introduction

This paper uses topological combinatorics of posets to study Poincaré
series for free resolutions of a residue field k over a polynomial ring
k[x1, . . . , xn]/I, where I is a monomial ideal. Backelin showed in [Ba]
that the Poincaré series for such a resolution, i.e. the generating func-
tion for its multigraded Betti numbers, is a rational function. Recently,
Berglund [Be] expressed the denominator of this rational function as a
sum of polynomials with coefficients that are ranks of reduced homol-
ogy groups of lower intervals in a certain lattice denoted KI . Our work
may be viewed as a follow-up to [Be]. We now show how to interpret
this lattice as the intersection lattice LA(I) of a diagonal subspace ar-
rangement A(I) (also known as a hypergraph arrangement). In many
cases, the topological structure of this intersection lattice has been
studied before, allowing translation of results from combinatorics. We
also provide general results for simplifying the denominator in further
cases.

The third author received support from the Mathematical Sciences Research
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Section 2 briefly provides background on free resolutions and tools
from topological combinatorics. In Section 3, we prove that KI

∼=
LA(I); we also introduce a poset denoted MI which equals LA(I) in
many important cases, which always contains LA(I), and is quite useful
in proofs. In Section 4, we provide a closure map f on MI whose
image is the lcm-lattice LI of I. It is well-known that the rank of the
(i− 2)-nd reduced homology group for the lower interval (0̂, xS) in LI

is the multigraded Betti number βi,S for the ideal I; we observe that

the lower intervals (0̂, u) for u ∈ f−1(xS) collectively determine the
multigraded Betti number βi,S for the minimal free resolution of the
residue field k over the polynomial ring k[x1, . . . , xn]/I. The closure
map f thereby gives a combinatorial explanation for the relationship
between the Poincaré series given by these two types of Betti numbers
for a monomial ideal I.

When LA(I) is a Cohen-Macaulay poset equalling MI , we express the
multigraded Betti number βi,S for resolving k over k[x1, . . . , xn]/I as a

single quantity, namely as µLI
(0̂,xS) when i is top dimensional and as

0 otherwise (see Section 4). This dramatically simplifies the Poincaré
series denominator in this case. When LI has the added property of be-
ing Cohen-Macaulay, then we show that k[x1, . . . , xn]/I is Golod. The
key observation is that Golodness is equivalent to the map f satisfying
a refined version of Crapo’s Closure Lemma. This viewpoint yields re-
sults regarding multigraded Betti numbers and Golodness for several
classes of monomial ideals, including monomial ideals generated in de-
gree two (see Section 5) and monomial ideals generated by the bases
of a matroid (see Section 6). Finally, in Section 9 we introduce a class
of lattices, called complete lattices, for which the Golod property is
trivial to decide. We prove that this class is closed under taking direct
products and contains all geometric lattices.

Any result in this paper which includes LA(I) = MI as a hypothesis
can be reformulated to give a related result without this hypothesis,
typically involving degree shifts; however, the statements become much
more cumbersome, while proofs remain virtually unchanged, so all such
variations are left to the interested reader.

2. Preliminaries

Throughout this paper k is a field. Let R be a commutative, finitely
generated k-algebra. A free resolution of an R-module M is a complex
of free R-modules

. . . −→ Fi −→ Fi−1 −→ . . . −→ F1 −→ F0 −→ M −→ 0
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that is exact everywhere. We consider modules with an Nn-grading.
For the cases that interest us, the Fi have finite rank and we can
write each Fi as Rl =

⊕l
j=1 R(−αj) (for some l, αj depending on

i), where α1, . . . , αl ∈ Nn and R(−α) is the free module of rank 1
generated in multidegree α. If the free resolution is minimal, Fi =⊕

α∈Nn R(−α)βR
i,α(M) and βR

i,α(M) is called the ith-multigraded Betti
number of M in degree α (over R). One way to compute multigraded
Betti numbers is via the relationship βR

i,α(M) = dimk TorR
i (k, M)α (see

e.g. [MS]).
Let I be a monomial ideal in P = k[x] = k[x1, . . . , xn]. If M = P/I

and R = k[x], an explicit minimal free resolution is known for many
nice classes of monomial ideals, for instance, generic ideals, Borel-fixed
ideals, and ideals in 3 variables (see e.g. [MS]). We focus on the case
R = P/I where the (typically infinite) free resolutions are much less
well understood. This paper considers such resolutions for M equal to
the residue field k, a situation which already captures quite a bit of
the structure regarding resolutions of more general finitely generated
R-modules over the ring R = P/I. See for instance [AP] or [Av] for
results in this direction.

The multigraded Poincaré series of k over R, denoted PR(x, z), is
the formal power series

∑

i≥0, α∈Nn

dimk TorR
i (k, k)α x

αzi

recording multigraded Betti numbers. An Nn-graded algebra R al-
ways satisfies the so-called “Serre bound,” namely the coefficientwise
Poincaré series bound

PR(x, z) ≤

∏n
i=1(1 + xiz)

1 − z
∑

i≥0,α∈Nn βP
i,α(R)xαzi

.

R is Golod when this bound is sharp. When R = P/I for I a monomial
ideal, this equality is achieved if and only if the posets LI and LA(I) to
be introduced shortly have the same ranks of reduced homology groups
on corresponding collections of lower intervals.

2.1. The lcm-lattice and resolutions of monomial ideals. The
lcm-lattice of a monomial ideal I with minimal set of generators M
is the set LI = {mS | S ⊆ M} of all least common multiples mS :=
lcms∈S(s) of subsets S ⊆ M , partially ordered by divisibility. It is a
finite atomic lattice with the generators of I as atoms and the least
common multiple operation as join. The following result is proven in
[GPW] and also may be derived from results in [Ho].
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Theorem 2.1. For i ≥ 1 and m ∈ LI , the multigraded Betti numbers
of P/I over P are determined by the simplicial homology of intervals
in LI as follows:

βP
i,m(P/I) = dim H̃i−2((0̂, m)LI

).

From this, it follows that the coarsely graded Betti numbers are:

βP
i (P/I) =

∑

m∈LI\0̂

dim H̃i−2((0̂, m)LI
).

2.2. Poincaré series for free resolutions over monomial rings.

Backelin proved in [Ba] that the multigraded Poincaré series for re-
solving k over a polynomial ring modulo a monomial ideal, is given
by

PR(x, z) =

∏n
i=1(1 + xiz)

bR(x, z)

for some polynomial bR(x, z) ∈ Z[x, z]. In [CR], Charalambous and
Reeves gave a formula for bR(x, z) in the case when the Taylor resolu-
tion (cf., [Ta]) is minimal. In [Av2], Avramov proved that after fixing
the characteristic of the ground field, the polynomial bR(1, z) depends
only on the lcm-lattice and gcd-graph of the minimal set of generators.
Recently, Berglund provided a formula for bR(x, z), which we state next
after introducing the necessary notation.

For S a finite set of monomials, let G(S) be a graph whose vertices
are the elements of S and whose edges are pairs of monomials having
a non-trivial common factor. Call this the gcd graph of S. Let c(S)
denote the number of connected components in G(S). Let mS denote
the least common multiple of all monomials in S. If S is a subset of a
monomial set M with S = S1∪. . .∪Sr its decomposition into connected
components, then the saturation of S in M is the set S = S1 ∪ . . .∪Sr,
where Si = {m ∈ M | m divides mSi

} Clearly S ⊆ S, and S is called
saturated in M if equality holds.

Define KM to be the set of saturated subsets of M , partially ordered
by containment. It is a lattice with S∧S ′ := S∩S ′ and S∨S ′ := S ∪ S ′.
If I is a monomial ideal with minimal set of generators M , then define
KI to be KM . Let K̂I = KI \ {∅}. The gcd-graph of I is by definition
the gcd-graph of M .

If Q is a poset and x, y ∈ Q, then (x, y) denotes the open interval
{z ∈ Q | x < z < y}. If Q is finite, then ∆(Q) denotes the simplicial
complex of chains in Q, refered to as the order complex of Q. We write
∆Q(x, y) for the order complex of the interval (x, y) in the poset Q, if Q
is not clear from context. By definition the i-th reduced homology of Q

with coefficients in k is given by H̃i(Q; k) = H̃i(∆(Q); k). We will work
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over the field k throughout and from now on we omit the dependence

on k. Denote by H̃(Q)(z) the generating function
∑

i≥−1 dimk H̃i(Q)zi.
The following is proven in [Be].

Theorem 2.2. Let k be any field. Let I be an ideal in P = k[x1, . . . , xn]
generated by monomials of degree at least 2. The denominator of the
Poincaré series of R = P/I is given by

(1) bR(x, z) = 1 +
∑

S∈K̂I

mS(−z)c(S)+2H̃((∅, S))(z).

2.3. An equivalent expression. We will show for I generated in
degree two and higher that the lattice KI can be interpreted as the
intersection lattice LA(I) of a subspace arrangement A(I) obtained from
I as follows.

If I ⊆ k[x1, . . . , xn] is squarefree with minimal set of generators M ,
then A(I) is the collection {Um | m ∈ M} where Um is the subspace{
x ∈ Rn | xi1 = · · · = xiq

}
if m = xi1 · · ·xiq .

If I is not squarefree, then let A(I) = A(Ipol), where Ipol is a square-
free monomial ideal called the polarization of I, obtained as follows:
In each generator of I replace each power xd

i of a variable xi by the
product of d distinct variables xi,1 · · ·xi,d. Of course, I and Ipol live in
different polynomial rings.

The intersection lattice of A(I) is the set LA(I) of all possible in-
tersections of subspaces in A(I) partially ordered by reverse inclusion.
Each atom a ∈ LA(I) corresponds to a generator of I which we denote
m(a). For each u ∈ LA(I), let m(u) = lcma≤u(m(a)).

Each subspace u ∈ LA(I) also has naturally associated to it a parti-
tion π(u) of {1, 2, . . . , n} by saying i, j are in the same block of π(u) for
each pair i, j such that u satisfies xi = xj for every x ∈ u. We say that
a set partition block is nontrivial if it contains at least two elements.

Proposition 3.1 will provide a poset isomorphism LA(I)
∼= KI . This

will translate the formula of Theorem 2.2 into:

(2) bR(x, z) = 1 +
∑

u∈LA(I)\{0̂}

m(u)H̃((0̂, u))(z)(−z)2+|B(u)|,

where B(u) denotes the set of nontrivial blocks in the set partition asso-
ciated to u. Connections between the topology of A(I) and TorR(k, k)
have been studied in [PRW].

2.4. Combinatorial preliminaries. All posets considered in this pa-
per are assumed to be finite. We often will speak of a poset having a
topological property, by which we mean that its order complex (as de-
fined in Section 2.2) has this property. See [Bj2] for further background
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on topological combinatorics (such as the crosscut theorem and the
Quillen Fibre Lemma), and see [Ox] for background in matroid theory.

The Möbius function of P may often be computed using the formula
µP (u, v) = χ̃(∆(u, v)). subposet of P consisting of The next lemma
will play a key role in simplifying Poincaré series denominators. Recall
that a closure map is a poset map f : P → P which is idempotent and
which satisfies f(u) ≥ u for all u ∈ P .

Theorem 2.3 (Crapo’s Closure Lemma). Let f be a closure map on
P with f(0̂) = 0̂. Let Q = im(f). Then

µQ(0̂, 1̂) =
∑

u∈f−1(1̂)

µP (0̂, u).

A poset is graded if all maximal chains have the same length. A poset
is Cohen-Macaulay over a field k if it is graded and each interval has
homology concentrated in top degree, when coefficients are taken in k.
Intersection lattices of central hyperplane arrangements (i.e. arrange-
ments in which every hyperplane contains the origin) are geometric
lattices, hence are Cohen-Macaulay posets (see [Bj1] or [OT]). If a
graded poset is shellable (e.g. has an EL-labelling), then it is Cohen-
Macaulay over all fields (see [Bj1]). If a poset is not graded, it may
still be nonpure shellable (as in [BjWa]), in which case each interval
has the homotopy type of a wedge of (not necessarily equidimensional)
spheres, and the poset’s Betti numbers may still be recovered from its
Möbius function (see [Wa1]).

3. Reinterpreting KI as an intersection lattice

This section shows for I generated in degree two and higher that KI ,
as defined in Section 2, is isomorphic to the intersection lattice LA(I)

of a diagonal subspace arrangement. See Section 2 for a description
of how to associate a diagonal arrangement A(I) to I. This viewpoint
has the benefit that many such intersection lattices have already been
studied.

Proposition 3.1. The map A from LA(I) to the set of subsets of the
minimal set of generators M of I defined by

A(u) =
{
m(a) ∈ M | 0̂ ≺ a ≤ u

}
,

i.e. the map sending each u to the set of generators m(a) for atoms
a ≤ u, has image KI and defines an isomorphism of posets KI

∼= LA(I).

Proof. Suppose I is squarefree. Then A clearly gives a bijection on
atoms. Since LA(I) is atomic, each u is a join of atoms, and it is easy
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to check that extending a set S of atoms in KI to a saturated set is
exactly equivalent to including in A(u) all atoms below u = ∨a∈Sa, not
just those in S. Moreover, for an atomic lattice u ≤ v holds if and only
if A(u) ⊆ A(v), implying A is not only a bijection on elements, but
also preserves covering relations. For arbitrary I, it is easy to see that
LI

∼= LIpol and that the ideals I, Ipol have identical gcd graphs, hence
KI

∼= KIpol. Since by definition LA(I) = LA(Ipol), we are done. �

3.1. An alternate expression for Poincaré series denominator.

In this section we relate LA(I) to a slightly larger poset, denoted MI ,
motivated by the fact that MI will be useful in some proofs later.

As a meet-semilattice, LA(I) is generated by the subspaces Um, for
m ∈ M , where M is the minimal set of generators for I. In view of the
fact that Um ∩ Un = Ulcm(m,n) if m and n have a common factor, any
subspace u ∈ LA(I) may be brought to the form Um1 ∩ . . .∩Umr

, where

m1, . . . , mr are pairwise relatively prime and the interval (0̂, mi) in LI

has connected gcd-graph. So we may think of LA(I) as collections of

pairwise relatively prime elements m of LI such that the interval (0̂, m)
has connected gcd-graph, or is empty.

Definition 3.2. The elements of MI are the collections of pairwise
relatively prime elements of LI , referred to as blocks. Call MI an lcm
decomposition poset. Order elements of MI by refinement, that is, set
u ≤ v whenever each block of u divides a block of v.

Example 3.3. If I = 〈x1x2, x3x4, x5x6, x1x3x5〉, then {x1x2x3x4, x5x6} ∈
MI\LA(I); in the case I = 〈x1x2, x2x3, x3x4, x4x5〉, note that {x1x2x4x5} ∈
MI \ LA(I).

The following is immediate from the definition.

Proposition 3.4. LA(I) = MI if and only if all nonempty lower inter-

vals (0̂, u) in LI have connected gcd graph.

When LA(I) 6= MI , we still have the following relationship on homol-
ogy of lower intervals.

Proposition 3.5. There is a poset map f : MI → LA(I) such that

for each u ∈ LA(I), the induced map ∆MI
(0̂, u) → ∆LA(I)

(0̂, u) is a

deformation retract, implying ∆LA(I)
(0̂, u) ≃ ∆MI

(0̂, u). For each u ∈

MI \ LA(I), ∆MI
(0̂, u) is collapsible.

Proof. Let f : MI → LA(I) be the map

f(u) =
∨

a≤u
a∈A(LA(I))

a,
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where A(P ) denotes the set of atoms in P . First notice that f is a
closure map on M∗

I with im(f) = LA(I) and with f(0̂) = 0̂. If u ∈ LA(I)

then f(u) = u, so the open interval (0̂, u) in MI is mapped onto the
open interval (0̂, u) in LA(I). Thus, by the remark just after Corollary

10.12 in [Bj2], f induces a simplicial map ∆MI
(0̂, u) → ∆LA(I)

(0̂, u)
which is a deformation retract.

Now consider u ∈ MI \ LA(I), which implies f(u) < u. The order

complex ∆MI
(0̂, u) is homotopy equivalent to the crosscut complex for

this interval. But since the join of the set of all atoms below u is f(u),
the crosscut complex is a simplex, hence is collapsible. �

Corollary 3.6. LA(I) may be replaced by MI in the formula for bR(x, z)
in Section 2.3 to obtain an alternate denominator expression.

Some of the classes of monomial ideals and hypergraph arrangements
seemingly of widest interest satisfy LA(I) = MI , for instance, stable and
squarefree stable monomial ideals, as discussed in the next section.

4. A closure map on lcm partition posets

This section gives a closure map on MI with image LI , enabling co-
efficents in Berglund’s denominator formula to be expressed as Möbius
functions when LA(I) is Cohen-Macaulay and LA(I) = MI , then pro-
vides several classes of examples. This closure map also enables sub-
stantial simplification of the formula under related weaker conditions.

Proposition 4.1. There is a closure map f on MI with image LI .
Hence, ∑

u∈f−1(v)

µMI
(0̂, u) = µLI

(0̂, v).

Proof. Let f(u) consist of a single block, namely the monomial ob-
tained by multiplying together all blocks of u. It is immediate that
f(u) ≥ u for all u and that f is idempotent, i.e. f 2(u) = f(u). Hence,
we have a closure map whose image is obviously isomorphic to LI .
Crapo’s Closure Lemma then immediately yields the above Möbius
function formula. �

This enables a simplification of Poincaré series denominator as fol-
lows. We think of LI as the subset of single-block partitions in MI .

Corollary 4.2. Suppose LA(I) is graded with each lower interval having
homology concentrated in top degree. Suppose also that LA(I) = MI , or
equivalently that all lower intervals in LI have connected gcd graph.
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Then the coefficient of xS in the Poincaré series denominator is

(−1)rk(xS)+1µLI
(0̂,xS)zrk(xS)+1.

Proof. Let |B(u)| denote the number of blocks in an element u of
MI . Note that if f(u) = x

S, then rk(xS)− rk(u) = |B(u)| − 1, since a
saturated chain from u to x

S is given by merging two blocks at a time.
For Q a graded poset whose lower intervals have homology concentrated
in top degree,

µQ(0̂, u) = (−1)rk(u) dim H̃rk(u)−2(∆(0̂, u)).

Thus, Crapo’s Closure Lemma yields,

µLI
(0̂, xS) =

∑

u∈f−1(xS )

µMI
(0̂, u)

=
∑

u∈f−1(xS )

(−1)rk(u)−2 dim H̃rk(u)−2(∆(0̂, u))

= (−1)rk(xS )−1
∑

u∈f−1(xS )

(−1)|B(u)| dim H̃rk(u)−2(∆(0̂, u)),

noting that the final expression is the coefficient for x
Sz

1+rkLA(I)
(xS )

in
bR(x, z) because the gcd graph is connected. �

This will allow simplification of denominator for monomial ideals
generated in degree at most two, as well as monomial ideals related to
matroids. Before turning to these and other examples, we make a few
more general observations.

Proposition 4.3 (Refined Closure Lemma). If LA(I) = MI , then
Golodness of I is equivalent to the following relationship on Betti num-
bers of poset order complexes:

dim H̃j((0̂, x
S)LI

) =
∑

u∈f−1(xS )

(−1)|B(u)|+1 dim H̃j−|B(u)|+1((0̂, u)LA(I)
)

where B(u) denotes the set of blocks in u.

Proof. Recall that I is Golod if and only if the Serre bound (cf.
Section 2) yields coefficientwise equality. Then the equivalence is im-
mediate from the interpretation of LHS as the Betti number βP

j+2,S(I)

in multidegree x
S for resolving the monomial ideal I over k[x] together

with the interpretation of the RHS as -1 times the coefficient of x
Szj+3

in Berglund’s formula for the Poincaré series denominator. �

The above refines Crapo’s Closure Lemma since the Möbius func-
tion may be viewed as an alternating sum of ranks of poset reduced
homology groups.
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Corollary 4.4. If LA(I) and LI are both graded with all lower intervals
having homology concentrated in top degree and having connected gcd
graph, then I is Golod.

Proof. Use

µLI
(0̂, xS) = (−1)rk(xS )−2 dim H̃rk(xS )(∆(0̂, xS))

together with the proof of Corollary 4.2. �

Next we give several classes of monomial ideals to which Proposi-
tion 4.3 applies. Recall that a monomial ideal is stable if for every
m ∈ I and xj the variable of largest index dividing m, xi

xj
m ∈ I for

each i < j. A monomial ideal I is squarefree stable if its generators are
squarefree and for every generator m, xi

xj
m ∈ I for xj the variable of

largest index dividing m and any i < j such that xi does not divide m.

Proposition 4.5. If a monomial ideal I is stable, square-free stable, or
has associated diagonal arrangement as in Theorem 4.6, then LA(I) =
MI .

Proof. If I is square-free stable, then consider any pair of atoms
ai, aj in LA(I) not connected by an edge in the gcd graph, and suppose
without loss of generality that max(ai) > max(aj), by which we mean
the largest variables in the nontrivial blocks of ai and aj; then max(ai)
may be replaced by any element of aj to obtain an atom a ∈ LA(I)

connected to both in the gcd graph, such that a ∨ ai ∨ aj = ai ∨ aj

in LI . This implies that all lower intervals (0̂,∨i∈Sai) for S saturated
with |S| ≥ 2 have connected gcd graph, just as is needed to apply
Proposition 3.4. A very similar argument yields the result for stable
ideals and for monomial ideals meeting the conditions of Theorem 4.6,
using the fact that these also satisfy suitable variations on the matroid
exchange axiom. �

A hypergraph is a set of subsets of [n] such that for each pair of
subsets, one is not contained in the other. A hypergraph H naturally
corresponds to the squarefree monomial ideal with a generator xH for
each H ∈ H; let IH denote this monomial ideal. The diagonal subspace
arrangement A(IH), as defined in Section 2, is also the hypergraph
arrangement of H. Its intersection lattice is denoted by ΠH.

Theorem 4.6 (Kozlov). Fix a partition {1, . . . , n} = E1∪· · ·∪Er such
that max Ei < min Ei+1 for i = 1, . . . , r − 1. Let H be a hypergraph
{H1, . . . , Hl} without singletons such that the following conditions are
satisfied:

(1) |Hi ∩ Ej| ≤ 1 for any 1 ≤ i ≤ l and 1 ≤ j ≤ r;
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(2) for any Hi and x 6∈ Hi there exists j such that Hi ∪ Hj =
Hi ∪ {x}, i.e. x ∈ Hj, Hj ⊆ Hi ∪ {x};

(3) let C = Hi1 ∪ · · · ∪ Hid, then there exists j and s such that

Hj ∩ Em =

{
min(C ∩ Em) if C ∩ Em 6= ∅ and 1 ≤ m ≤ s;

∅, otherwise.

Then ΠH is EL-shellable.

In fact, a substantial subset of the monomial ideals IH above are
squarefree stable. By a result in [HRW], this implies that these are
Golod.

Proposition 4.7. If H meets the requirements of Theorem 4.6 with
|Ei| = 1 for all i, then IH is squarefree stable.

Since this is somewhat of a digression, and the proof is straightfor-
ward, it is left to the reader.

4.1. Relaxing the LA(I) = MI requirement. Let g be the map send-
ing u ∈ LA(I) to the product of the monomials corresponding to the
blocks of u. Then removing the assumption LA(I) = MI still yields:

Proposition 4.8. Let f be the map on LA(I) which sends u ∈ LA(I) to

the largest element of
{
v ∈ LA(I) | g(v) = g(u)

}
. Then f is a closure

map whose image is isomorphic to LI . Moreover, if LA(I) is graded with
all lower intervals having homology concentrated in top degree, then

bR(x, z)|xS zt =
∑

u∈g−1(xS )
|B(u)|+rk(u)=t

µLA(I)
(0̂, u).

This is useful, for instance, for monomial ideals generated in degree
two, since then LA(I) is a geometric lattice, hence Cohen-Macaulay.

Remark 4.9. It would be interesting to better understand the relation-
ship between Golodness of I and nonpure shellability of LA(I), since
quite often when the topology of LA(I) is well-understood, it is by virtue
of LA(I) being nonpure shellable.

Next we give a very simple application, before turning to more sub-
stantial examples in upcoming sections.

Proposition 4.10. For I = 〈x1, . . . , xn〉, both LI and MI are graded
and shellable (hence Cohen-Macaulay).

Proof. LI is the Boolean algebra, hence graded and shellable. MI is
the partial partition lattice Π≤n which was introduced and proven to
be supersolvable (hence graded and shellable) in [HHS]. �
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Corollary 4.11. Berglund’s formula holds for all monomial ideals, not
just for those whose generators all have degree at least two.

Proof. It is shown in [HHS] that µπ≤n
(0̂, u) = (−1)rk(u) if all blocks

of u have size one and is 0 otherwise. Thus, bR(x, z)|xS = z|S|, so
PR(x, z) = 1, as needed. �

5. Monomial ideals generated in degree two

Much is already known about monomial ideals generated in degree
two, but our viewpoint does yield some new results. This case also
serves as prototype for what one may hope to glean from Berglund’s
formula via combinatorics. For I generated in degree two, Fröberg has
constructed a minimal free resolution for k over R = k[x1, . . . , xn]/I,
where the generators in homological degree i correspond to the mono-
mials of degree i in the Koszul dual ring R! (see [Fr]). However, a closed
formula counting these generators is not provided. Our approach easily
yields the following:

Proposition 5.1. If I is a monomial ideal generated in degree two
with all lower intervals having connected gcd graph, then the coefficient
of x

S in the Poincaré series denominator is

µLI
(0̂, xS)zrk(xS )−|B(xS )|+2.

Proof. Notice that LA(I) is a geometric lattice, namely the lattice
of flats for the graphic matroid given by the graph G whose edges are
exactly those ei,j such that xixj is a generator of I, hence LA(I) is
Cohen-Macaulay in this case and 4.2 applies. �

Comparing with Fröberg’s minimal free resolution in this case yields:

Corollary 5.2.

Hilb(R!, z) =

∏n
i=1(1 + xiz)

1 +
∑

xS∈LI\{0}
µLI

(0̂, xS)xSzrk(xS )−|B(xS )|+2

For geometric lattices, |µ(0̂, u)| is the number of NBC bases in the
matroid whose ground set is the set of atoms a satisfying a ≤ u; the
sign of µ(0̂, u) is (−1)rk(u).

Question 5.3. Determine the Möbius functions µLI
(0̂, xS) for I gen-

erated in degree two.

See Section 7 for the case I = 〈xi1 · · ·xik |1 ≤ i1 < · · · < ik ≤ n〉
with k ≥ 2. Many other cases should also be manageable, since there
is an extensive repertoire of techniques available for calculating Möbius
functions.
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Theorem 5.4. If I is a monomial ideal generated in degree two, then
LA(I) is a geometric lattice, hence Cohen-Macaulay, and LI is graded.

Proof. We may reduce to the squarefree case by polarization. Since
LA(I) is the intersection lattice of a central hyperplane arrangement
in this case, it is geometric, hence graded and is shellable. For each
u ∈ LI , let m1 · · ·mr be its expression as a product of monomials also
in LI , chosen with r as small as possible so that each interval (0̂, mi)
has connected gcd graph. Then the grading for LI is the function g
given by g(u) =

∏r
i=1(deg(mi) − 1). �

Remark 5.5. LI is not always Cohen-Macaulay, as indicated by the
example I = 〈x1x2, x2x3, x3x4, x4x5, x1x5〉.

Corollary 5.6. If one further requires that each lower interval in LI

have connected gcd graph, then I is Golod if and only if each lower
interval in LI has homology concentrated in top degree.

Proof. This is immediate from the definitions, the result of [GPW]
expressing multigraded Betti numbers βP

i,α(I) in terms of lower intervals
in LI , and Proposition 5.1. �

6. Monomial ideals generated by the bases of a matroid

Throughout this section, let k[x1, . . . , xn] be a polynomial ring with
variables indexed by the ground set of a matroid M . Let I be the
monomial ideal generated by the bases of M . Notice that these mono-
mial ideals are Alexander dual to the matroid ideals which were defined
and studied in [NPS].

Proposition 6.1. If I is generated by the bases of a matroid, then
L∗

I
∼= F (Indep(M∗)), where F (Indep(M∗)) denotes the face poset for

the independence complex of the matroid dual to M .

Proof. Taking the dual of LI and relabelling the elements that are
coatoms in L∗

I with the bases of the dual matroid, notice that L∗
I is

the face poset for the independence complex of the dual matroid: the
matroid exchange axiom implies L∗

I contains all possible faces, i.e. that
LI \ 0̂ is the filter over the generators of I. �

In the case of the uniform matroid, LA(I) is the intersection lattice
for the k-equal arrangement, an example to be discussed further in
Section 7.

Corollary 6.2. For I generated by the bases of a matroid, LI is Cohen-
Macaulay.
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Proof. F (Indep(M∗)) is graded and shellable, because its order com-
plex is the first barycentric subdivision of a pure, shellable simplicial
complex, so LI is Cohen-Macaulay. �

Corollary 6.3. For matroids in which each basis involves more than
half the ground set, I is Golod.

Proof. In this case, LA(I) = LI since the gcd graph is the com-
plete graph, so it follows from shellability and gradedness of LI that
both LA(I) and LI are Cohen-Macaulay. The gcd graph for each lower
interval is complete, therefore connected. Corollary 4.4 now applies. �

Question 6.4. Is LA(I) shellable for I generated by the bases of a
matroid?

More generally, it would be interesting to known how exactly shella-
bility of LA(I) is related to shellability of LI for I any monomial ideal.
It is not always the case that LA(I) Cohen-Macaulay implies LI Cohen-
Macaulay, since for instance there are monomial ideals generated in
degree two for which LI is not Cohen-Macaulay. However, when I is
the Stanley-Reisner ideal of ∆, it is easy to show

∆∗ ≃ ∆(LI \ {0̂, 1̂}),

applying the Quillen Fibre Lemma to the poset map f : f(∆∗) → LI

with f(u) = ∨a≤ua. It is known that ∆∗ is Cohen-Macaulay if and only
if I has a linear resolution (see [ER]), and ∆∗ is sequentially Cohen-
Macaulay iff I has a componentwise linear resolution (see [HRW]).

7. Explicit denominator calculations in the case of

fatpoints and the k-equal arrangement

If I = 〈xi1 · · ·xik |1 ≤ i1 < · · · < ik ≤ n〉, then LA(I) is the inter-
section lattice for the k-equal arrangement, namely the arrangement
generated by all subspaces xi1 = · · · = xik for a fixed k. The k-equal
arrangement is known to be nonpure shellable, and its homology is well
understood (see [BjWe]). Recall that for P any graded poset and S any
subset of the set of ranks appearing in P , then the rank-selected sub-
poset P S is the subposet of P consisting of those u ∈ P with rk(u) ∈ S.
It is easy to see for I = 〈xi1 · · ·xik |1 ≤ i1 < · · · < ik ≤ n〉 that LI

is the rank-selected Boolean algebra B0,k,k+1,k+2,...,n
n . See [PRW] for a

connection between the multilinear part of Tork[x1,...,xn]/(x1,...,xn)r

(k, k)
and the r-equal arrangement which predated Berglund’s denominator
formula from [Be].
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Theorem 7.1. If I = 〈xi1 · · ·xik |1 ≤ i1 < · · · < ik ≤ n〉, then the coef-

ficient for x
Szt in Berglund’s denominator formula equals (−1)|S|−k

(
|S|−1
k−1

)

when t = |S| − k + 2 and is 0 otherwise.

Proof. The rank-selected Boolean algebra is graded and shellable,
hence Cohen-Macaulay, so that µLI

(0̂, xS) = (−1)|S|−1 rk(H̃top(0̂, x
S)),

while rk(H̃i(0̂, x
S)) = 0 otherwise. This ideal is known to be Golod

by virtue of being squarefree stable, implying the coefficient for x
Szt

equals −βP
t−1,S(P/I). The evaluation of µLI

(0̂, xS) counts descending
chains in a shelling for the rank-selected Boolean algebra, which are
indexed by all k-subsets U of S such that the largest element of S is
in U , so there are

(
|S|−1
k−1

)
such sets. �

Next we deduce a combinatorial corollary. Given a set partition u,
let nontriv(u) be the set of elements appearing in blocks of size larger
than one.

Theorem 7.2. Summing over partitions where each nontrivial block
has size at least k for some fixed k, i.e. elements of the k-equal partition
lattice Πn,k,

∑

u∈Πn,k
nontriv(u)=[n]

µΠn,k
(0̂, u) = (−1)n−k+1

(
n − 1

k − 1

)
.

Proof. Consider the closure map f with f(u) = nontriv(u). Notice
that im(f) = Bk,k+1,...,n−2,n−1

n , i.e. all subsets of [n] of size at least k.
Crapo’s Closure Lemma then gives the relationship

µBk,k+1,...,n−2,n−1
n

(0̂, 1̂) =
∑

u∈f−1(1̂)

µΠn,k
(0̂, u).

Now apply the Möbius function computation from the proof of Theo-
rem 7.1. �

8. Realizations of lattices

In this section we show that any finite lattice can be realized as an
lcm-lattice of some set of monomials. Furthermore, each lattice admits
a ‘minimal realization’, see Definition 8.2.

Define the lcm-lattice of any set of monomials M to be the set LM =
{mS | S ⊆ M} of least common multiples of subsets of M partially
ordered by divisibility. An isomorphism of a lattice L with the lcm-
lattice of some set of monomials M such that M maps to the irreducible
elements of L is called a realization of L. We also call this monomial
set M a realization of L.
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The next proposition says that the gcd graph of any realization of L
contains the edges

{(x, y) | x, y 6≤ c, for some coirreducible c ∈ L} .

Proposition 8.1. Let M be a monomial set. If m and n are elements
of LM satisfying gcd(m, n) = 1, then for all coirreducible elements
c ∈ LM either m | c or n | c.

Proof. Let 2 be the set {0, 1} with its usual partial order. For any
finite join-semilattice L, there is an order-reversing bijection between
L and the set L∗ of all morphisms of join-semilattices L → 2, given by
x 7→ fx, where fx : L → 2 is defined by fx(y) = 0 ⇔ y ≤ x.

Let X be the variables used in M . For each x ∈ X and each n ≥ 1,
consider the function αxn : LM → 2 defined by

αxn(w) =

{
0 xn ∤ w
1 xn | w

αxn is an element of (LM)∗. We claim that the set {αxn | x ∈ X, n ≥ 1}
generates (LM )∗ as a join-semilattice. Indeed, if f ∈ (LM )∗, then
setting v = ∨f−1(0) one checks that

f =
∨

xn∤v

αxn.

Now let c be a coirreducible element of LM . Then fc is irreducible
in (LM)∗. Therefore fc = αxn for some x ∈ X and some n ≥ 1, that
is, w | c if and only if xn ∤ w for w ∈ LM . If gcd(m, n) = 1, then either
xn ∤ m or xn ∤ n, i.e., m | c or n | c. �

Definition 8.2. Let L be a finite lattice and let I (resp. C) be its set
of irreducible (resp. coirreducible) elements. The minimal realization
of L is the monomial set M = {ma | a ∈ I} , where for each z ∈ L, mz

is the squarefree monomial in the variables {xc}c∈C defined by

mz =
∏

c∈C
z∤c

xc.

The next proposition justifies the term ‘minimal realization’. The
minimal realization of a geometric lattice yields the monomial set given
by Peeva in Construction 2.3 of [Pe].

Proposition 8.3. Let L be a finite lattice. The map z 7→ mz is an
isomorphism L → LM , where M is the minimal realization of L. Fur-
thermore the graph structure induced on L via this isomorphism is the
minimal possible, i.e., x, y ∈ L are connected by an edge if and only if
x, y 6≤ c for some coirreducible c ∈ L.
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Proof. That we have an isomorphism of lattices follows from the fact
that x ≤ y in L if and only if Cy ⊆ Cx, where Cx denotes the set of
coirreducible elements above x. Also, the graph structure on L is the
minimal one allowed by Proposition 8.1. �

Corollary 8.4. Any finite lattice L is the lcm-lattice of some set of
monomials. L is the lcm-lattice of a monomial ideal if and only if it is
atomic.

9. Complete monomial sets and Golodness for geometric

monomial ideals

This section examines when the morphism of join-semilattices KM →
LM , S 7→ mS, associated to any monomial set M is an isomorphism.
A finite lattice whose minimal realization M has this property will
be called a complete lattice. We will show that the class of complete
lattices is closed under direct products and that all geometric lattices
are complete. The main feature of this class is that if the lcm-lattice LI

of a monomial ideal I is complete, then it is trivial to decide Golodness
of I.

Let Mm denote the set {n ∈ M | n divides m} if m is a monomial
and M is a set of monomials. LM embeds into KM as a meet-semilattice
by mapping x ∈ LM to {x} = Mx. The map KM → LM sending S
to mS is a map of join-semilattices and a retraction onto LM , because
mMx

= x. Thus KM is isomorphic to LM if and only if the equality
MmS

= S holds for every saturated subset S of M .

Definition 9.1. A monomial set M is called complete if KM
∼= LM .

For instance, monomial sets with complete gcd graph are complete.

Proposition 9.2. M is complete if and only if for all x, y ∈ LM with
gcd(x, y) = 1 and for all m ∈ M , m | xy implies m | x or m | y.

Proof. Assume M complete and suppose x, y ∈ LM and gcd(x, y) =
1. Let S = Mx ∪ My. S is saturated in M because the saturated sets
Mx and My are the connected components of S. Note that mS = xy,
so by completeness Mx ∪My = Mxy, which is exactly what is required.

Conversely, if Mxy = Mx∪My whenever gcd(x, y) = 1 and x, y ∈ LM ,
then for S ∈ KM , decompose S into connected components as S =
S1∪ . . .∪Sr. Since Si = MmSi

, it follows that S = MmS1
∪ . . .∪MmSr

=
MmS1

...mSr
= MmS

. �

Let M be the minimal realization of a lattice L and let N be any
realization of L. Then by Propositions 8.1 and 8.3, the induced lattice
isomorphism f : LM → LN gives a morphism of gcd graphs, i.e., the
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graph for LM is obtained from the graph for LN by removing some
edges. Then there is a commutative diagram

KM

m
��
��

f̄
// // KN

m
��
��

LM f

∼=
// LN

where f̄(S) = f(S). Therefore, if M is complete, i.e., if KM → LM is
an isomorphism, then so is N . In other words, if the minimal realization
of a lattice L is complete, then all realizations of L are complete. This
leads us to call the lattice L complete if its minimal realization is a
complete monomial set, since we have now proven the following:

Theorem 9.3. The following are equivalent for a finite lattice L:

• L is complete.
• The minimal realization of L is complete.
• Every realization of L is complete.
• For any x, y ∈ L such that L≥x ∪L≥y contains all coirreducible

elements of L, if a ∈ L is irreducible, then a ≤ x ∨ y only if
a ≤ x or a ≤ y.

If M and N are sets of monomials in the variables X and Y , respec-
tively, then M

⊕
N is the monomial set M ∪N in the variables X ⊔Y .

The graph underlying M
⊕

N is the disjoint union of the graphs of M
and N . Clearly, LM

L

N
∼= LM ×LN and KM

L

N
∼= KM ×KN . There-

fore M
⊕

N is complete if M and N are complete. One can also verify
that if M and N are the minimal realizations of the lattices L and K,
then M

⊕
N is the minimal realization of L×K. Consequently, direct

products of complete lattices are complete. A lattice is indecomposable
if it is not isomorphic to a direct product of smaller lattices.

Theorem 9.4 ([Gr], Theorems IV.3.5 and IV.3.6). Every geometric
lattice is isomorphic to a direct product of indecomposable geometric
lattices. A geometric lattice L is indecomposable if and only if for any
two atoms a, b ∈ L, there is a coatom c ∈ L such that a 6≤ c and b 6≤ c.

Theorem 9.4 easily implies that all indecomposable geometric lattices
are complete, as shown next.

Proposition 9.5. The graph underlying the minimal realization of a
geometric lattice L is a disjoint union of complete graphs, the compo-
nents being in one-to-one correspondence with the factors of the decom-
position of L as a direct product of indecomposable lattices.
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Proof. A geometric lattice is coatomic, so the coirreducibles of L are

exactly the coatoms. Thus in the minimal realization f : LM

∼=
// L ,

two monomials m, n ∈ M have a common factor if and only if there is
a coatom c of L such that f(m), f(n) 6≤ c, implying indecomposable
geometric lattices have complete gcd-graph, hence are complete. By
the discussion following Theorem 9.3, this implies all geometric lattices
have gcd graphs which are collections of cliques, since all geometric
lattices are direct products of indeomposable geometric lattices. �

Since complete gcd graph implies completeness, and since being com-
plete is closed under direct product, the above implies:

Corollary 9.6. Geometric lattices are complete.

Thus, if I is a monomial ideal with LI geometric, then KI
∼= LI . On

the other hand, there are monomial ideals I with LA(I) geometric but
LA(I) 6∼= LI , e.g. some monomial ideals generated in degree two.

Remark 9.7. Not all complete lattices are geometric; consider for in-
stance M = {x2y, xz, yz}. Not all shellable lattices are complete, as
exhibited by M = {x2, xy, y2}, though geometric implies shellable.

9.1. The Golod property for complete monomial sets. Our start-
ing point is the following well-known fact (see e.g. [CR] or [Jo]). Let
P = k[x1, . . . , xn].

Proposition 9.8. If each pair mi, mj of minimal generators for a
monomial ideal I ⊆ P have a common factor, then P/I is Golod.

Proof. In this case, LI = LA(I), and the result follows from the fact
that LI determines multigraded Betti numbers of a monomial ideal
(by [GPW]) while LA(I) determines Poincaré series denominator for
resolving k over P/I. �

The converse of Proposition 9.8 does not hold, as exhibited by I =
(x2, xy, y2). In [CR] it is proved that if LI is a boolean lattice then the
converse holds, i.e., P/I is Golod if and only if the gcd-graph of I is
complete. Boolean lattices are geometric and hence complete, and we
have the following generalization of the cited result.

Proposition 9.9. If I is a monomial ideal whose minimal set of gen-
erators M is complete, then the converse of Proposition 9.8 holds, i.e.,
P/I Golod implies the graph underlying M is complete.

Proof. Suppose P/I is Golod and that M is complete. Accord-
ing to [Jo] Lemma 8.4, P/I Golod implies that if m, n ∈ M were
relatively prime then there would be a w ∈ M \ {m, n} such that
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w | lcm(m, n) = mn. But this would contradict Proposition 9.2. Hence
no two monomials in M are relatively prime.

�
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